
The stark contrast of towering structures over the lush green 
flatland of Millennium park hint at the vast urban canyon 
beyond that is Chicago. Upon entry into the urban landscape, 
light breaks through the towering structures finding its way to 
the ground, casting shadows made of deep building ravines. 
As within a natural canyon, microhabitats are formed through 
pockets of ideal conditions for separate forms of life to flourish.  
Interactions occur that allow these groups to evolve into a 
single united community.

To contrast greatly in form with the centuries developed                 
skyline would imply ignorance of a legacy built by our 
architectural predecessors.  Rather, we pay homage to 
our location’s legacy through an outward  expression of            
rectilinear forms. Conversely, an organic shaped cavern 
creates the core of CADE allowing for a fluid connectivity of 
spaces within. By locating the nodes at key intervals along 
a unified vertical pathway, havens within the canyon create 
shared centers for exploring architecture and design as a 
community.  It is within these nodes that the architecture 
may create a medium for  a new  community  to emerge.  
A  community that shares, that inspires, that innovates. A 
community who’s essence is intranodal.

INTRANODAL
a CADE concept
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TYPICAL TOWER

A typical commercial 
highrise building stacks 
its functions one on top 
of the other, locating 
similar functions 
within close proximity. 
This strategy works 
well when no sharing 
between functions is 
needed or desired. 

Each node of the concept is a space and 
a place unto itself inside of the larger 
community of nodes. Separated from 
the typical floor plates by a distance 
and structurally independent, the nodes 
are capable of infinite reconfiguration, 
repurposing, and regeneration. Visual 
connections and circulation pathways 
connect with the rest of CADE.

EVENT NODE | 7,000 SF

ACTIVITY NODE | 13,000 SF

GATHERING NODE | 6,000 SF

ADMINISTRATION NODE | 2,000 SF

ARCHITECTURE NODE | 17,300 SF

RESOURCE NODE | 5,000 SF

PUBLIC NODE | 12,000 SF

RETAIL NODE | 6,000 SF

ENTRY NODE | 7,000 SF

VERTICAL CIRCULATION CORES

TYPICAL CURTAIN WALL SYSTEM

VERTICAL FACADE DIFFUSERS

CANYON FRAMING SYSTEM

NODAL GLAZING SYSTEM

VERTICAL CANYON CIRCULATION

PERIMETER BRACED FRAME

[22 STORIES TOTAL]

The canyon was carved to evolve 
and twist through and between 
critical program features. As a 
floor or group of floors requires 
a different diameter, the canyon 
adjusts. The varying offsets and 
cantilevers allow for vertical 
visual connection between the 
different organizations and 
program functions.

Our concept locates 
dissimilar program 
nodes within sharing 
distance. By carving 
out nodal space within 
stacked floors there is 
far more opportunity for 
serendipitous encounters. 
Our concept builds a 
neighborhood of different 
spaces.

A modern interpretation 
of the central light court 
popular of Chicago 
architecture from 1880-
1910. This canyon-like 
feature connects the 
entire form, top to 
bottom, and allows for 
both natural daylighting 
and shared circulation 
paths between nodal 
functions.
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BUILDING COMPONENTS

Arranging the functions 
of the building began 
by addressing the 
different components 
by themselves and also 
within larger groups. 
Individual program 
functions were then 
grouped as nodes that 
could share space, time, 
resources, and goals. 
Node sizes were then 

determined and analyzed 
for their capacity for 
overlap and potential for 
reduction of individual 
organizational program 
area. As nodal areas 
became distinct, they 
were then given a variety 
of values based on 
several characteristics 
such as the need for a 
view, proximity to ground,  

program adjacencies, 
etc. Once these values 
were determined the 
nodal areas were 
distributed vertically 
within the building. 
By creating these 
shared nodes, building 
occupants and the public 
will have the opportunity 
to experience CADE as a 
singular entity.
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